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   Sienna Art Space – Art School & Holistic Arts  

continues to be a registered, approved provider 

for ‘Creative Kids Vouchers’ which you can access 

via Service NSW website for your child. A soft 

copy is required upfront with Enrolment form 

and direct deposit payment. You pay $100 less to 

me and attach the voucher. The direct weblink 

for Service NSW 2020 vouchers in which you are 

entitled to both provisions for various activity 

https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/creati

ve-kids .                

               COVIDSAFE & Health Compliance 

With Current Closures to Studio Operations in 

2020 going into 2021 due to COVID-19 Impact, 

Erin continues to consolidate Risk Assessment & 

appraises the energy often. In August, Term 1 

Students would have received a Reimbursement 

for last couple of weeks Tuition not delivered due 

to forced closure at the SunHouse & Wave 

Studio. The tentative September dates for Picnic 

Classes won’t go ahead as communicated 

previously. Galleria Display 2020 artworks have 

been delivered over a period of time to each 

home. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE ART FILAMENT.. 

Adults Courses 

  Inspiring Courses by Distance since 2018 

+ 2 Year length Diploma Art Course 

Enrol for Beginning of 

Year Intake 2021 

from September 1 

Course 1: Art Foundations [6mths] 

Course 2: Art Resonance [6mths] 

Course 3: Art Awareness [1 year] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/creative-kids
https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/creative-kids
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'Beginners Mind'  
    Base Consciousness  
   says "I am strong" 
 
   Written by Erin Kathleen Muir 
    July 14, 2020 

 
 
During this Experiential Period that exists with impact - perhaps give awareness to the realities of energy impact and 
system response. Perhaps focus connection to elementary congregational attitudes, that are first understood 
as individually pronounced. 
 
We are self-governing leaders of vibrational expression, at an individual level. 
 
What is your engagement with energy work at the Base Chakra at this time, in the Beginners Mind attribution, 
aligning with Promising, purposeful energy work? The Beginners mind considers the learning of the Base Chakra 
from the early student principle mindedness, with respectful awareness and blessed-experience life-response in 
Survivalist acumen. 
 
The life-long response - in survival, is the 'Im ok. I’m doing well. I can get through this.' And you always have. 
 
Like a Gingerbread cookie introduction does and says: 
 
At the base, "I am strong". 
 
The together statements are a positive alignment that can be looked at as beside situation to the above, tandem 
awareness, that directly connects to Side by Side positive movement. 
 
"I am strong." 
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This week, as with every day, Consult at the Base Chakral Consciousness and repeat daily, furthermore. 
 
 
 

Energy Education & Holistic Connections  
 
 
Videos available to you as simple chats from Erin with  

Introductory Content: www.siennaartspace.com 

 
1.      The Chakras   [ Introductory ]    
2.      ‘To be Clair’   [ Introduction to the 3 Main Clairs ] 

      
     

 
 
            
 
 
 
 
To access content from Erin, simply go to the Sapphire’s  
Light Healing Tab of the website and at your own pace and choice, you might like to watch some 
of the videos from the Casual Chats had during ‘Celebrating the Psychic Self’ earlier in the year. 
 
Those who have sought me out to do small group Energy Get-togethers, with relaxed chats at their home for friends, 
formal readings and select product availabilities, bookings continue to be available for 2020-into-2021 Calendar 
year. Evenings with Votive Candlelight and Daytime Connections are a nice psychic or spiritual support for the Adults 
and Parents who simply would like that relaxed environment opportunity without the children or their own 
experience. A group of 8-10 is good for those interested in getting together friends and having them round for food 
and social. 
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During 2021, as Studio Classes are put on 

hold, The Art Filament will be running for 

various Distance Courses & Erin will be 

available for Animal Readings.  While 

working, Erin will be continuing work in 

the Studio for Spiritual Self & Soul Space 

2022 and also personal endeavours 

including Exhibition practice, Course 

writing, as well as other creative work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Good Vibrations  is our Sienna Art Space 

blog that goes back in time to 2014. The 

feature articles surface online with 

conceptual musings on Art, Process, 

Holistic Arts, Healing, 

Energy and investigations of self and the 

world.  

In this Spring Newsletter, we have New 

2020 Connections & also some Art & 

Holistic Content articles from 2018. 
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' Energy Hommus ' 
 
         Written by Erin Kathleen Muir 

        August 12, 2020 

 

In our gorgeous world, there are incredible-feeds of pre-existing intelligence and of humble pride. Reflect on those 
connections for yourself - they are the 'stumble upons', the 'secret find-that-treasure-goes-straight to my chest ' and 
the quite 'obvious' -  they often are the 'always there' companions to life. 
  
* Coffee pour it up, and pour it well. Thank god for coffee. It's a good spill (and its a great spill) if it does. I'm a circle-
conference and a smile confession, daily. 
  
* Bring the picnic basket and art supplies, ditch the cannoli -  there's another stash of good-lovin' in the fridge. The 
Hommus? Yes, Hello lover and a herbal essences ad-mirer, meet their successor - delightful, delectable. Just quietly 
who's my husband I brought with me? [ Moment ] I'm too occupied with hommus-love. 
  
* It's natural honey to me and it conjures up all the excitement of youth, sun and awakening today's soon-
enjoyment. The scent of the smoothened sunscreen gets rubbed into the arms and skin with anticipation. And I 
know I'm in the most beautiful dialect of All. I'm in the energy of ' I can’t wait to get out there', to the beach, out on 

 
 Embracing the Oceanic 
 
' Drop a vertical from the sky,  
see Cerulean blue at the horizon, leans into 
a Cobalt stretching up, and above you - 
there's a touch of "French" in this.' 
 

- Erin Kathleen Muir 
 

Copyrighted 2017,  
Colour Songs – Inspiration Deck 
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the green, with friendly conversation and happiness in the elements.  Sunscreen, may be one of the best energies of 
all.  
  
Connect with the natural world, it's sensual pleasures and what I like to call Energy Hommus.  
Who doesn't love hommus, truly? 
 

 

 
 
 
 

' The Peacock & the Energy 
Dance – Looking at 
Movement Consciousness ' 
                  
 
Written by Erin Kathleen Muir 
August 4, 2020 

 

 
The peacock is an interesting creature. The first time I saw a peahen or peacock, I had also witnessed the pleasant 
beauty of at least one Vietnamese bride and groom couple at Auburn Botanical Gardens at a very young age of 
about 4 or 5. The botanical gardens was, still is, with a pond (lake) of stepping stones and travelling pathways, 
expansive greenery, flickering water and coy and with rich gentle tapestries. Like a child that learns to travel like 
lizard-frolick and anticipates the spacial divide between water-dwelling and stone safe-foot navigation -
 time and perception play a keen role to knowing in direction and movement vocabulary. 
  
As turbine full skirts spin in responsive steam - timeline, a female hen may take to understanding in their "fan pivot" 
- a central dialect in the responsivity, protective consciousness in sensory discipline, a plethora of eyelets - in tune, 
connecting to survey the body in the awareness ). I am without a frame, a walking picture, understanding self in no 
vogue, diva-torment. The qualities of my dance are boundless - there are fields, sakura and gentle union in the 
energy. My heart is full. 
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‘Reflective Surfaces’ 
 
      Written by Erin Kathleen Muir 
      2018 
 

 
 

When you see someone making art, how do you feel? 
 

When you feel yourself making art, how do you see yourself? 
 

  
  
Seeing yourself with openness to expanding potential –and already with ability that is individual, sentient, and 
powerful – is an important feature to build if not yet personally believed. Even still, if it is there, respond closely 
to those features again and again and again. 
  
Beginner’s Intelligence may be kind, with excitement, and without pessimism or competitively fueled. 
  
Beginner’s Mindset may keep us humble and assertive of ourselves – and an Appreciative Artist, gives 
respect to individuals also with purpose and having passion for their creative birthing. 
  
  
  

When you see an artwork that’s yours, how do you feel? 
 

When you see an artwork that’s theirs, how do you respond? 
  
  
  
The procession that is feeling and thoughtful is also telling. 
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‘Affirmations for  
  Emotional Prosperity & Transformational Change ’ 
  

      Written by Erin Kathleen Muir 

      2018 
As a Flashback for Circle Participants...from 2016, and all art-engagements  
and responses to our 'dance mandalas' solar plexus and heart chakra  
meditations... you may recall our Affirmations for positive change and  
personal exercises with warming energies. 
  
While there are larger dimensions to practice with meditation and utilising  
therapeutic soul practices, our day did collide with art-making for  
replacement and release. The purity of the art as 'dance mandala' is getting  
to 'being in the energy of motivation, towards joy for the future'.  
  
For this affirmation you may hold each in turn, holding the left tumble in  
your hand and your right hand over your heart.  
 
 
You Need: 1 x Sunstone tumble, 1. Botswana Agate  
 
               Affirmations for Emotional Prosperity 
  
I respond to that which saddens me, angers me, worries me, but also 
 in awareness of my solitude, my approach to people, the  
 environment & myself. 
I shape my own capacity to grow & pave that role of existence. 
I see myself blessed with nature, relationships & a body that  
  breathes for me, allowing me to experience the joys of life. 
 

Affirmations for Transformative Change 
 
I release all thought patterns that do not 
serve me. 
I embrace the challenges that come with 
adversity, fear and new experiences. 
I see myself ready to explore my dreams, 
yearnings and wishes. 
I am in rhythm with my universe and 
bring forward change. 
I will into existence positive responses to 
my world; my vibe attracts my response. 
I can grow tall lusciously, with resilience 
& having the necessary qualities to 
achieve my vision. 
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‘ The Art of Clicking &    
   Sienna Hydration’ 
 
   Written by Erin Kathleen Muir 
   2018 
 

  
One of my loves is to dance on stage, at laid-back festivals with rolled-out carpets… and a part of me enjoys the 
creative element on quiet, mostly-private grass. That part of us that ‘responds’ in rhythm, on the high end of the 
melody and with controlled delight to the slow-ooze of sensual movement…. Contends with the energy of sound, 
with opportunity to connect to the formulation of creativity in soul-essence, that is the song’s current – a musician, 
musicians, singer, singers, and song-writers expression. But not just – because we are connected to the history of 
the response in the song, energetically familiar to us, remotely connected for those vibrationally aware, and 
empathically responsive to the lineage of consort-cultural connection, contextual ‘play’ throughout time and with 
awareness of how it is received. 
  
  
Songs, the musical and interpretative dance response… but also that of percussive-syncopation – give essence to 
how we receive and then value the wave of the song’s energy. 
  
  
With Swan’s golden clicking, empathic heart energy embodies response and ‘stream’. How beautiful is the vibrational 
cue in the Aspect of generation and the diversification, as individual-basis. We are hydrated by the allowance of, the 
prevalence of and the variation in sound across musical connections – what-ever the form and delivery. Clicking, 
aside from clapping, is a very distinct universal energy – tricky for some who are still mastering, but always 
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promoting a relationship. I think of the Soul in the gent-quartet, the subtle lean of shoulder and buoyant smile, a 
gentle-soft, or repetitive 3-in appreciation of poetic brilliance… 
  
  
The cordial, at times expected in clapping… differs from the enthusiastic applause… conveyed with ‘other’, gestural 
compassion and thankfulness… then differs from the obligatory, sarcasm chase of robotic group awareness…… in 
contrast to the Click that carries forward on a different occasion… called for… perhaps… or conveyed on a different 
heart-weave-et-wave of style and communion. Albeit the common ‘chain’ that is a threading of shrewd, familia-
pride or presuming line-accordance in professionalism, where people do climb success… 
  
Clicking, as percussion and sound-gesture is actually one of the most impressive, perhaps most understated expressions 
of all. Musically and in union, I feel it in my heart through the movement – as though the ‘light’ connects to the soul-
vibration with more positivity in the musical language, not device, but wanting to connect to the feeling of the sound. 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact Sienna Art Space 
 
For Enrolment, Bookings & Enquiries           
siennaartspace@gmail.com 
 
For Emergencies, Current Student &  
Parental Correspondence          0433 944 041 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
  
  
   
  
 

 

mailto:siennaartspace@gmail.com
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